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Abstract
This paper analyzes the connection between the protocol and physical interference models in the
setting of Poisson wireless networks. A transmission is successful under the protocol model if there are
no interferers within a parameterized guard zone around the receiver, while a transmission is successful
under the physical model if the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) at the receiver is above a
threshold. The parameterized protocol model forms a family of decision rules for predicting the success
or failure of the same transmission attempt under the physical model. For Poisson wireless networks, we
employ stochastic geometry to determine the prior, evidence, and posterior distributions associated with
this estimation problem. With this in hand, we proceed to develop five sets of results: i) the maximum
correlation of protocol and physical model success indicators, ii) the minimum Bayes risk in estimating
physical success from a protocol observation, iii) the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of false
rejection (Type I) and false acceptance (Type II) probabilities, iv) the impact of Rayleigh fading vs. no
fading on the correlation and ROC, and v) the impact of multiple prior protocol model observations in
the setting of a wireless network with a fixed set of nodes in which the nodes employ the slotted Aloha
protocol in each time slot.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Interference models are a key component in the performance analysis of wireless networks
due to the shared nature of the wireless medium. Several models have seen extensive use over
the past several decades, including the physical and protocol interference models [3]. Successful
reception under the physical interference model requires the signal to interference plus noise
ratio (SINR) at the receiver exceed a threshold, while successful reception under the protocol
interference model requires there be no interferers within a certain distance of the receiver.
The key parameters in the physical and protocol models are the SINR threshold, denoted β,
and the guard zone radius, denoted rO. Success (failure) under the physical model, i.e., receiver
SINR above (below) β, is clearly distinct from success (failure) under the protocol model, i.e.,
interferers absent (present) from the disk of radius rO centered at the receiver. Despite this
distinction, the power law pathloss model for wireless transmission, i.e., r−α, suggests a positive
correlation between these two events: low SINR is often due to high interference, which in turn
is due to the presence of interferers near the receiver.
With this in mind it is natural to seek to quantify the connection between the protocol
and physical models in two ways: i) the correlation between protocol and physical model
success events, and ii) the Bayes risk in predicting physical model success from protocol model
observations. The latter includes as a special case the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
between Type I (false rejection of) and Type II (false acceptance of) errors regarding the null
hypothesis (physical model failure), given protocol model observations (the presence or absence
of an interferer within rO of the receiver). There is a tension in selecting rO to minimize the
Bayes risk in this context: the presence (absence) of an interferer within a small rO gives strong
(weak) evidence for physical model failure, while the absence (presence) of an interferer within
a large rO gives strong (weak) evidence for physical model success. We characterize rO that i)
maximizes the correlation of protocol and physical success, and ii) minimizes the Bayes risk.
A. Related Work
Several works have explored how to employ the protocol model within the context of schedul-
ing [4], [5], [6]. Hasan and Andrews [4] study the protocol model as a scheduling algorithm
in CDMA-based wireless ad hoc networks. They comment that a guard zone around each
transmitter induces a natural tradeoff between interference and spatial reuse, affecting higher
3layer performance metrics such as transmission capacity, and they employ stochastic geometry
to derive a guard zone that maximizes transmission capacity. Shi et al. [5] examine the use of the
protocol model within a cross-layer optimization framework and provide a strategy for correcting
infeasible schedules generated under the protocol model by allowing transmission rate-adaptation
to physical model SINR. Zhang et al. [6] analyze the effectiveness of protocol model scheduling
using a variety of analytical, simulation, and testbed measurements. This body of work on the
protocol model as a scheduling paradigm is distinct from our focus on the protocol model as an
interference model of the success or failure of attempted transmissions. Iyer et al. [7] compares
several interference models via simulation and qualitatively discusses the sacrifices in accuracy
associated with abstracted interference models, including the protocol model.
Finally, both the protocol and physical interference models have been studied within the
framework of extremal and additive shot noise fields within stochastic geometry. Baccelli and
Błaszczyszyn [8, Sec. 2.4] discuss the use of additive vs. extremal shot noise fields to model
interference in wireless networks represented as point processes. Max (extremal) interference
finds use in bounding outage and transmission capacity under sum (additive) interference in
PPPs with Aloha scheduling, as is done in [9, Sec. 2.5].
B. Contributions and outline
The outline of the paper is as follows. §II introduces the model and notation; §III derives
the prior, evidence, and posterior distributions for protocol and physical model success; §IV
derives the correlation of the protocol and physical success events; §V derives the Bayes risk
in predicting physical success from protocol observations; §VI specializes the Bayes risk to the
uniform cost model, with the ROC parameterized by rO; §VII studies the impact of Rayleigh
fading on the correlation and ROC by contrasting with the case of no fading; §VIII addresses
the case when a fixed set of potential transmitters employ the slotted Aloha protocol, and studies
the impact of multiple prior protocol model observations on the optimal prediction of physical
model success; finally §IX holds a brief conclusion. Longer proofs are in the Appendix.
The primary contributions are as follows. Prop. 2 (§IV) characterizes the rO to maximize the
correlation of protocol and physical model success events; Thm. 1 (§V) characterizes the rO to
minimize the Bayes risk in predicting physical model success from protocol model observations;
Prop. 5 (§VI) specializes the Bayes risk model to obtain the ROC of Type I vs. Type II errors;
4Prop. 7 (§VII) gives a numerical means of computing the ROC for the case of no fading, and
Fig. 5 demonstrates the impact of fading can be significant; finally Thm. 2, Prop. 10, Prop. 11
(§VIII) enable computation of the ROC under multiple prior protocol model observations, and
Fig. 6 suggests these observations may be ignored under the optimal decision rule.
II. MODEL
Random variables (RVs) are given a sans-serif font, e.g., x,m. We use the standard acronyms
for independent and identically distributed (IID), probability density / mass function (PMF/PDF),
cumulative distribution function (CDF), complementary CDF (CCDF), Laplace transform (LT),
and inverse LT (ILT). Probability is written P(·), expectation is written E[·], and the LT of x
with PDF f is written Lx(s) = L[f ](s). A bar denotes complement: p¯(·) ≡ 1− p(·).
Transmitter and receiver are abbreviated as TX and RX, respectively. Euclidean distance of a
point x ∈ Rn from the origin is denoted ‖x‖, and the ball in Rn of radius r is denoted b(o, r).
Natural and real numbers are denoted by N and R, respectively. All logs are natural. Denote
{1, . . . , N} by [N ], for N ∈ N. The indicator 1A, for any statement A, equals 1 (0) if A is true
(false). The notation A ≡ B means A = B by definition. Tab. I lists notation.
A. Poisson model of instantaneous node locations
Let n ∈ {1, 2, 3} denote the ambient dimension of the network. We model the instantaneous
locations of the nodes comprising the wireless network by the marked, bipolar, homogeneous
Poisson Point Process (PPP) Φˆ = {(xi,mi), i ∈ N} in Rn of intensity λ > 0. The term bipolar
means we assume a pairing / matching of transmitters with receivers. The point xi and mark mi,
with mi ≡ (zi,Fi), correspond to the ith TX-RX pair, with the TX at location xi and the RX at
location yi = xi + zi. The TX locations {xi} form a homogeneous PPP of intensity λ, and the
mark components {zi} are IID on the n-dimensional sphere with TX-RX separation distance
rT. We will require the transmission success probability of a reference TX-RX pair at (xo, yo),
with the reference RX at the origin o. Slivnyak’s Theorem [10, Thm. 8.1], applied to the PPP
Φˆ, ensures the reduced Palm distribution of Φˆ is equal in distribution to the original Φˆ.
B. Physical interference model
We assume a (standard) signal propagation model for large-scale, distance-based pathloss
with Rayleigh fading, and unit transmission power. The signal power at RX o from TX i is
5TABLE I
NOTATION
Symbol Meaning
n ambient dimension (n ∈ {1, 2, 3})
Φˆ = {(xi,mi)} homogeneous marked PPP of TX, RX locations
mi = (zi,Fi) mark for TX-RX pair i
zi location of RX i relative to TX i
Fi Rayleigh fade from TX i to reference RX
(xi, yi) TX i at xi and RX i at yi = xi + zi
λ (spatial) intensity of Φˆ
rT TX-RX separation distance
(xo, yo) location of reference TX and RX
Pi received power from TX i at reference RX
α large-scale pathloss constant
β SINR threshold
Σo SINR at reference RX
Io sum interference at reference RX
η background noise power
H RV for reference transmission physical model success/failure
rO protocol model guard zone / observation radius
D RV for reference transmission protocol model success/failure
cn volume of a unit ball in Rn
δ characteristic exponent n/α
κδ convenience parameter (2)
σ convenience parameter βrαT
χ convenience parameter rαO/σ = (rO/rT)
α/β
I(u, δ) convenience function (3)
g decision rule g maps observations D to predictions of H
(g, rO) decision rule pair, the control parameters
c cost matrix for Bayesian risks (9)
Ri(g, rO) conditional risks (i ∈ {1, 2}) of decision rule (g, rO) (10)
R(g, rO) Bayes risk (expected cost) of decision rule (g, rO) (11)
r∗O(g) Bayes-optimal radius for rule g (12)
A,B,C variables used to express the Bayes risk R(g, rO) (??)
Q(z) CCDF of a standard normal Z ∼ N (0, 1)
µd convenience parameter λcnrnO
ξ convenience parameter p
p¯
χ−δI(χ, δ)
6Pi ≡ Fil(‖xi‖), for Fi ∼ Exp(1) the (random) Rayleigh fading from TX i to RX o, l(r) ≡ r−α the
large-scale pathloss function with pathloss exponent α > n, and ‖xi‖ the (random) distance from
TX i to RX o (note: ‖xo‖ = rT, by assumption). The fading RVs {Fi} are IID. A transmission
between the reference TX-RX pair o is considered successful under the physical interference
model if the (random) SINR at the reference RX, denoted Σo, exceeds an SINR threshold β > 0,
with Σo ≡ Po/(Io + η), η ≥ 0 the background noise power, and Io ≡
∑
i 6=o Pi the (random) sum
interference power at RX o. The Bernoulli RV H ≡ 1{Σo ≥ β} represents physical model success
or failure of the reference transmission o in Φˆ. The corresponding events (hypotheses) that the
reference transmission fails (succeeds) under the physical model are {H = 0} and {H = 1}.
C. Protocol interference model
We also employ a (standard) protocol interference model, characterized by a guard zone
distance1 rO. A transmission between TX-RX pair o is considered successful under the protocol
interference model iff there are no interfering TX’s within distance rO of the reference RX at o.
The Bernoulli RV D = D(rO) ≡ 1{‖xi‖ ≥ rO,∀i 6= o} represents the success or failure under the
protocol model of the reference transmission o in Φˆ, with corresponding events (observations)
that the reference transmission fails (succeeds) under the protocol model: {D(rO) = 0} and
{D(rO) = 1}. We treat rO as a control parameter on the observation D, as described in §V.
D. Special functions and convenience parameters
We use the Gamma and generalized exponential functions:
Γ(v) ≡
∫ ∞
0
tv−1e−tdt, E(v, u) ≡
∫ ∞
1
e−utt−vdt (1)
Define notation: i) cn is the volume of a unit ball in Rn (c1 = 2, c2 = pi, and c3 = 4pi/3), ii)
δ ≡ n/α is the characteristic exponent (δ < 1 is assumed), iii) the convenience function
κδ ≡ Γ(1 + δ)Γ(1− δ) = piδ
sin(piδ)
= δ
∫ ∞
0
tδ−1
1 + t
dt (2)
1Alternately, one may employ a guard zone factor ∆ of the TX-RX distance rT, producing (potentially unique) guard zone
distances: rO = (1 + ∆)rT. Under our model with a fixed TX-RX rT, these formulations are equivalent.
7is convex increasing in δ over [0, 1) with κ0 = 1 and limδ↑∞ κδ = ∞, iv) σ ≡ βrαT is a
convenience parameter, v) χ ≡ rαO/σ = (rO/rT)α/β is a convenience parameter, and vi)
I(u, δ) ≡ δ
∫ u
0
tδ
1 + t
dt (3)
obeys I(0, δ) = 0, d
du
I(u, δ) = δ u
δ
1+u
≥ 0, and limu↑∞ I(u, δ) =∞.2
III. THE PRIOR, EVIDENCE, AND POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTIONS
Having introduced definitions and notation, we now provide several results. Lem. 1 gives the
prior distribution on H, pH(h), Lem. 2 gives the evidence distribution on D, pD(d) ≡ P(D = d),
and Prop. 1 gives the posterior distribution of H given D, pH|D(h|d) ≡ P(H = h|D = d).
Lemma 1. The (prior) distribution of the physical model feasibility RV H is:
pH(1) = exp(−λcnκδσδ − ση). (4)
Proof: This result follows from standard stochastic geometry arguments on the outage
probability of the power law pathloss function with Rayleigh fading for a PPP [10, p. 104];
it may also be obtained by letting the void zone radius approach zero (rO ↓ 0) in Cor. 1.
Lemma 2. The (evidence) distribution of the protocol model feasibility RV D is:
pD(1) = exp(−λcnrnO). (5)
Proof: pD(1) is the void probability of the guard zone of radius rO [10, Thm. 2.24].
Proposition 1. The (posterior) distribution of H given D is:
pH|D(1|1) = e−A+B(rO)−C(rO) (6)
where (with χ ≡ rαO/σ): A ≡ λcnκδσδ + ση, B(rO) ≡ λcnrnO, and C(rO) ≡ λcnσδI(χ, δ).
The proof is in App. A. The quantities pH|D(1|0), pH|D(0|1), pH|D(0|0) are expressible in terms
of pH|D(1|1), pH(1), pD(1). For example: pH|D(1|0) = (pH(1)−pH|D(1|1)pD(1))/p¯D(1). Moreover,
A, B(rO), C(rO) in (6) obey: pH(1) = e−A, pD(1) = e−B(rO), and pH|D(1|1)pD(1) = e−A−C(rO).
The posterior distribution is not well-defined for rO = {0,∞}: when rO ↓ 0 (rO ↑ ∞) the
event D = 0 (D = 1) occurs with probability 0. Neither case affects our analysis.
2For computation it is useful to note that I(u, δ) = (−1)1−δδB(−u, 1 + δ, 0), for B the incomplete beta function.
8IV. CORRELATION OF H,D
We leverage Lem. 1, Lem. 2, and Prop. 1 to compute the correlation of (H,D), denoted
ρ = ρH,D. For the following result, the proof of which is found in App. C, it is convenient to
use the change of variable from rO to χ = χ(rO) ≡ rαO/σ. With this change, B(rO), C(rO) in
Prop. 1 become B(χ) ≡ λcnσδχδ, C(χ) ≡ λcnσδI(χ, δ). Applying the definition of correlation
to Bernoulli RVs and substituting the above results gives
ρH,D(χ) ≡ E[HD]− E[H]E[D]√
Var(H)Var(D)
=
(
pH|D(1|1)
pH(1)
− 1
)√
pH(1)pD(1)
p¯H(1)p¯D(1)
=
eB(χ)−C(χ) − 1√
(eA − 1)(eB(χ) − 1) . (7)
Proposition 2. The correlation ρ(χ) obeys: i) limχ↓0 ρ(χ) = 0; ii) limχ↑∞ ρ(χ) = 0; iii)
ρ(χ) ∈ (0, 1] for all χ > 0; iv) has a maximum at χ∗ > 1 equal to a positive solution of
(1− χ)eB(χ) + (1 + χ)eC(χ) = 2. (8)
Numerical experiments suggest the following are true: i) ρ(χ) has a single stationary point,
i.e., (8) has a unique solution for χ > 0, and ii) there is a unique inflection point χ∗∗ > χ∗
solving ρ′′(χ) = 0. These ensure iii) ρ(χ) is concave increasing in χ over [0, χ∗], iv) concave
decreasing in χ over [χ∗, χ∗∗], and v) convex decreasing in χ over [χ∗∗,∞).
Fig. 1 illustrates the functions ρ(χ), f1(χ) ≡ (1−χ)eB(χ), and (concave decreasing) f2(χ) ≡
2 − (1 + χ)eC(χ) vs. χ (observe (8) is equivalent to f1(χ) = f2(χ)). The top two plots are
for “typical parameters”, while the bottom left, while admittedly atypical, illustrate some of
the structure of f1(χ) not visible in the previous case. Finally, the bottom right plot shows the
optimized χ∗ as a function of λcnσδ. The gridlines showing χ∗ as λcnσδ ↓ 0 are easily seen to
be the solution of I(χ, δ) = χ−1
χ+1
χδ.
V. BAYES RISK FOR BINARY HYPOTHESIS TESTING
We employ a Bayesian binary hypothesis testing framework, where the two hypotheses H
represent the possible “ground truth” under the physical model, and D represents the two possible
observations under the protocol model. A decision rule g(d) : {0, 1} → {0, 1} in this case maps
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Fig. 1. Top left: correlation of (H,D), ρH,D(χ), vs. χ ≡ rαO/σ, for n = 2, λ = 2 × 10−4, α = 3, β = 5, rT = 10, η = 0:
the maximum correlation is at χ∗ ≈ 2.08 and the inset suggests that, for large χ, ρ(χ) is convex decreasing in χ, with
limχ↑∞ ρ(χ) = 0. Top right: the function f1(χ) ≡ (1−χ)eB(χ) and the concave decreasing function f2(χ) ≡ 2−(1+χ)eC(χ)
vs. χ for the same values, where χ∗ is the unique positive value such that f1(χ∗) = f2(χ∗). Bottom left: f1(χ), f2(χ) for
same values but with λ replaced with 1/λ: f1(χ) has a very small concave neighborhood near zero (not visible), followed by a
convex neighborhood, and is thereafter concave. Bottom right: the optimal χ∗ as a function of λcnσδ for δ ∈ {1/3, 1/2, 2/3};
observations D = d to predictions H = h. Let G (|G| = 4) be the set of rules g, each of which is
parameterized by rO, in the following manner: observe D(rO) = d then predict H = h = g(d).
Thus, g predicts the corresponding physical model outcome, H, given the observed protocol
model outcome, D(rO). The pair (g, rO) are control parameters, and the suitability of a rule
g ∈ G and a radius rO as a predictor for H will vary with (g, rO).
Define a nonnegative cost matrix
c ≡

H=0 H=1
g(D)=0 c00 c01
g(D)=1 c10 c11
, (9)
where cij ≥ 0 is the cost of making decision g(D) = i when hypothesis H = j is true. In §VI we
will specialize to the uniform cost model that does not penalize correct decisions and uniformly
penalizes incorrect decisions: c01 = c10 = 1 and c00 = c11 = 0.
Using the cost matrix, we may enumerate the conditional risks, R0(g, rO) and R1(g, rO),
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associated with the decision rule (g, rO) with notation pg(D)|H(h′|h) ≡ P(g(D) = h′|H = h):
R0(g, rO) ≡ c10pg(D)|H(1|0) + c00pg(D)|H(0|0)
R1(g, rO) ≡ c11pg(D)|H(1|1) + c01pg(D)|H(0|1). (10)
These risks provide the expected costs of decision rule (g, rO) conditioned on the value of H,
the RV to be estimated. Under the uniform cost model (§VI), R0(g, rO) and R1(g, rO) yield the
false rejection (Type I error) rate and the false acceptance (Type II error) rate, respectively.
The total expected cost, i.e., Bayes risk, of decision rule (g, rO), is (with pH(h) ≡ P(H = h),
pg(D)(h
′) ≡ P(g(D) = h′), and pH|g(D)(h|h′) ≡ P(H = h|g(D) = h′):
R(g, rO) ≡ R0(g, rO)p¯H(1) +R1(g, rO)pH(1)
= c00 + (c01 − c00)pH(1) + (c10 − c00)pg(D)(1)
+(c11 + c00 − c01 − c10)pH|g(D)(1|1)pg(D)(1). (11)
A Bayes-optimal observation radius r∗O(g) for rule g minimizes the incurred Bayes risk:
r∗O(g) ∈ arg min
rO≥0
R(g, rO). (12)
Prop. 3 gives the Bayes risk R(g, rO) in terms of the model parameters, and our first main result,
Thm. 1, gives the Bayes-optimal decision rule parameter r∗O(g).
For the remainder of this section we restrict the decision rule to the identity map g(d) = d,
meaning observed protocol model success (failure) predicts physical model success (failure). As
|G| = 4, discounting the two constant rules (g(d) = 0 and g(d) = 1), and recalling ρH,D > 0, the
identity map is clearly superior to the only other decision rule, the complement map g(d) = d¯.
Proposition 3. Under the identity decision rule g(d) = d, the Bayes risk R(rO) (11) of decision
rule parameter rO is (with A,B,C in Prop. 1):
R(rO) = c00 + (c01 − c00)e−A + (c10 − c00)e−B(rO)
+(c11 + c00 − c10 − c01)e−A−C(rO). (13)
Proof: The result follows from (11) and expressions from Lem. 1, Lem. 2, and Prop. 1.
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Theorem 1. Under the identity decision rule g(d) = d, if c10 > c00 and c01 > c11, the optimal
radius r∗O (12) minimizing the risk R(rO) (11) is the unique solution to (with A,B,C in Prop. 1):
1
1 + c01−c11
c10−c00
(
1 +
1
χ(rO)
)
= exp(−A+B(rO)− C(rO)). (14)
This solution exists iff
log
(
1 +
c01 − c11
c10 − c00
)
> ση. (15)
The risk R(rO) is quasi-convex but not convex in rO. The minimized risk is:
R(r∗O) = c00 + (c01 − c00)e−A − (c10 − c00)
1
χ(r∗O)
e−B(r
∗
O). (16)
The proof is in App. D. The conditions c10 > c00 and c01 > c11 mean the cost of a wrong
decision exceeds the cost of a correct decision, a typical assumption in a Bayes estimation
framework. The coefficient ratio on the left side of (14) equals 1/2 under the uniform cost
model. Prop. 4 gives the change in r∗O with respect to changes in (λ, σ). As σ ≡ rαT/β, the
sensitivity with respect to both (rT, β) is easily obtained from the sensitivity with respect to σ.
Proposition 4. Under the identity decision rule g(d) = d, the sensitivities of r∗O to changes in
(λ, σ) are (assuming η = 0):
dr∗O
dλ
=
cnrO(1 + χ)(κδ + I(χ, δ)− χδ)
α(1 + cnδλrnO)
(17)
dr∗O
dσ
=
rO
(
1 + λcnδσ
δ
[
(1 + χ)(κδ + I(χ, δ))− χδ+1
])
ασ(1 + cnδλrnO)
(18)
for χ ≡ rαO/σ. Moreover, dr
∗
O
dλ
> 0 and dr
∗
O
dσ
> 0.
The proof is in App. E. The restriction to the no-noise case η = 0 is only to slightly simplify
the resulting expressions; the sensitivities for general η may be easily derived. The Bayes risk
expressions are illustrated in Fig. 2, and the sensitivities of r∗O to λ, β are shown in Fig. 3.
Remark 1. Both d
dλ
r∗O > 0 and
d
dβ
r∗O > 0 are intuitive, but the former is not obvious. First, the
probability of a physical model failure increases with λ (due to increased interference); as such
the protocol model failure probability must likewise be increased in order to minimize the overall
risk. Increasing rO achieves this goal, but observe the protocol failure probability is already
increasing in λ for fixed rO, since the void probability of the observation disk is decreasing.
Apparently, it must be additionally increased by expanding rO. Second, the probability of a
12
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Fig. 3. The optimized radius r∗O vs. λ (left) and β (right). As shown in Prop. 4,
d
dλ
r∗O > 0 and
d
dσ
r∗O > 0 (recall σ ≡ βrαT ).
physical model failure increases with β (due to the higher required SINR), and as such, again,
the protocol model failure probability must be increased, which explains why r∗O increases.
VI. UNIFORM COST MODEL ROC
Given Thm. 1, we know how to find the guard zone r∗O that minimizes the protocol model’s
Bayes risk associated with predicting physical model feasibility. Deviating from r∗O in either
direction will result in an increase in the average risk R(rO), but will also trade off the two
types of conditional risk, R0(rO) and R1(rO). We analyze this tradeoff under the uniform cost
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model (the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)) for each decision rule g ∈ G. The ROC gives
the tradeoff between Type I (false rejection) and Type II (false acceptance) error rates, denoted:
pI(g, rO) ≡ P(g(D(rO)) = 1|H = 0)
pII(g, rO) ≡ P(g(D(rO)) = 0|H = 1). (19)
Recall that the null hypothesis H = 0 corresponds to a failure of the reference transmission
under the physical model. A Type I error occurs for a realization of Φˆ such that the physical
model fails (Σ0 < β) but the protocol model predicts success (‖xi‖ ≥ rO,∀i 6= o), i.e., the sum
interference is “large” (enough to drive the SINR below the threshold) even though there are no
“near” interferers. A Type II error occurs for a realization of Φˆ such that the physical model
succeeds (Σ0 ≥ β) but the protocol model predicts failure (∃i 6= o : ‖xi‖ < rO), i.e., the sum
interference is “small” even though there are one or more “near” interferers.
Proposition 5. The Type I and Type II error probabilities for (g, rO) are (with g¯(·) ≡ 1− g(·)):
pI(g) =
p¯H|D(1|1)pD(1)
p¯H(1)
(g(1)− g(0)) + g(0)
pII(g) =
pH|D(1|1)pD(1)
pH(1)
(g¯(1)− g¯(0)) + g¯(0) (20)
with pH|D(1|1), pH(1), pD(1) in terms of the model parameters in Prop. 1, Lem. 1, and Lem. 2.
Proof: Apply standard probabilistic manipulations, including Bayes’ rule.
Under the uniform cost model the risk R(rO) (11) reduces to the average error probability:
R(g, rO) = pI(g, rO)p¯H(1) + pII(g, rO)pH(1). (21)
Remark 2. Consider the rule g(d) = d, wherein protocol model success (failure) predicts
physical model success (failure). This rule behaves like the constant rules g = 0 and g = 1 in
that D = 1 a.s. and D = 0 a.s., as rO ↓ 0 or rO ↑ ∞, respectively. As rO ↓ 0, the protocol
model will declare all transmissions successful (rejecting the null hypothesis with probability
1); however, the protocol model will falsely reject H = 0 with probability pH(0). As rO ↑ ∞, the
protocol model will declare all transmissions fail (accepting the null hypothesis with probability
1); however, the protocol model will falsely accept H = 1 with probability pH(1). It follows that
the asymptotic total risk R(rO) (21) is pH(0) as rO ↓ 0 and pH(1) as rO ↑ ∞, i.e., the horizontal
gridlines in Fig. 4.
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We now consider several specific operating points of the decision rule. First, interesting guard
zone operating points include the extreme points as well as the TX-RX distance: rO ∈ {0, rT,∞}.
Second, we develop several additional guard zones in Lem. 3, Lem. 4, and Lem. 5.
A dominant interferer (DI) under the physical model (without fading) is an interferer whose
interference contribution is sufficient to violate the SINR threshold β.
Lemma 3. The minimum guard zone to exclude dominant interferers, is rO,DI ≡
(
1
σ
− η)−1/α.
Proof: The rO solving
r−αT
r−αO +η
= β prevents the existence of a dominant interferer.
Define a guard zone rO to be mean-matched (MM) if the means of D,H are equal, i.e., the
probabilities of success under the physical and protocol models are equal.
Lemma 4. The mean-matched guard zone is rO,MM ≡
(
κδσ
δ + ση
λcn
)1/n
.
Proof: Set pD(1) = pH(1) (i.e., E[D] = E[H]) and solve for rO, via Lem. 1 and Lem. 2.
Define an equal error (EE) guard zone as one with equal Type I and Type II error probabilities.
Lemma 5. The guard zone achieving equal Type I and Type II errors, rO,EE, is the solution of:
1 = e−A + e−B(rO) + e−C(rO) − 2e−A−C(rO). (22)
Proof: Set pI(rO) = pII(rO) and solve for rO.
Remark 3. We may readily obtain rO,DI ≤ rO,MM, since κδ ≥ 1. If β ≥ 1, then we may further
conclude that rT ≤ rO,DI ≤ rO,MM.
The operating points and error probabilities are illustrated in Fig. 4. Observe that the minimum
Bayes risk and maximum correlation radii are in close proximity for the chosen parameter values.
VII. IMPACT OF FADING
An asymmetry between the protocol and physical models is that success (failure) of the
reference transmission under the protocol model, D, depends solely on the interfering TX
locations {xi, i ∈ N} from Φˆ, while success (failure) under the physical model, H, depends
on these locations and the (Rayleigh) random fades {Fi, i ∈ N}. This raises the question: what
fraction of the i) loss in correlation between (H,D) and ii) Bayes risk (error) in estimating H
15
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by observing D is attributable to the fading in the physical model that is not captured in the
protocol model?
Besides Rayleigh fading, another special case for which some closed-form results are available
is that of no fading (Fi = 1 for all i) and δ = 1/2 (i.e., α = 2n, which is α = 4 for planar
networks). In this section we leverage these results to numerically investigate the impact of
fading by comparing previous results for Rayleigh fading with new results for no fading.
Form the homogeneous marked PPP Φ˜ = {(xi, zi), i ∈ N} of intensity λ > 0, with (xi, zi) as
in Φˆ. That is, Φ˜ is Φˆ with the fades {Fi, i ∈ N} removed. Write H˜ for the success or failure of
the reference transmission under the physical model with Φ˜. Let pH˜(1) = P(H˜ = 1) denote the
prior and pH˜|D(1|1) ≡ P(H˜ = 1|D = 1) the posterior distribution. Let Σ˜o = r−αT /(˜Io + η) be the
corresponding SINR and I˜o the sum interference at the reference RX. Define Q(z) as the CCDF
of the standard normal distribution Z ∼ N (0, 1). Observe
pH˜(1) = P(Σ˜o ≥ β) = P(˜Io ≤ 1/σ − η), (23)
so the prior pH˜(1) is the CDF of I˜o evaluated at 1/σ − η. The RV I˜o has the Le´vy distribution
[9, Definition 2.9], which has an “explicit” CDF in terms of Q(·).
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Proposition 6. ([9, Corollary 3.1]) Fix δ = 1
2
. The prior is
pH˜(1) = 2Q
(
cnλ
√
pi/2
1/σ − η
)
. (24)
Proposition 7. Fix δ = 1
2
. The posterior may be obtained by numerically computing the ILT of
the scaled LT for I˜o (conditioned on the event D = 1), evaluated at 1/σ − η:
pH˜|D(1|1) = L−1
{
1
s
LI˜o|D(s|1)
}
(1/σ − η). (25)
The LT of the sum interference I˜o, conditioned on the event D = 1, is
LI˜o|D(s|1) = exp
(−λcnJ(s, r−2nO )) , (26)
for
J(s, u) =
√
pis(1− 2Q(
√
2su))− 1√
u
(1− e−su). (27)
The proof is in App. F. The ROC and the correlation with and without fading are shown in
Fig. 5. Both plots make clear that the absence of fading can (at least for the chosen parameter
values) significantly increase (relative to Rayleigh fading) the utility of protocol model obser-
vations in inferring physical model success or failure. In the ROC, for a wide range of values
of pI, we observe an order of magnitude (or more) improvement in pII (and vice-versa). In the
correlation plot we see a peak correlation of nearly ≈ 0.8 without fading vs. ≈ 0.4 with Rayleigh
fading. The ILT in Prop. 7 was computed with [11].
VIII. MULTIPLE PROTOCOL MODEL OBSERVATIONS UNDER SLOTTED ALOHA
Let time be slotted and indexed by k ∈ N. We next consider the case of multiple observations
under the (slotted) Aloha protocol with parameter p ∈ (0, 1): each node attempts transmission
at each time, independently of other nodes and across times, with probability p. Let p¯ ≡ 1− p.
We assume throughout this section there is no noise, i.e., η = 0, and SINR reduces to SIR. Let
Φpot ≡ {(xi, zi)} be a homogeneous bipolar PPP of intensity λ > 0 representing the (random
but fixed in time) locations of potential TX and RX, with TXs at {xi} and RXs at {yi}, where
yi = xi + zi. Define the RVs T ≡ (Ti,k, (i, k) ∈ N2) with Ti,k ∼ Ber(p), and Ti,k = 1 denoting
that TX i attempted transmission at time k. Under Aloha, T is IID across both nodes and times.
We further assume the time slot durations and fading coherence times are matched, with the
17
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idealization that the RVs F ≡ (Fi,k, (i, k) ∈ N2), with Fi,k the random fade from TX i to the
reference receiver at o at time k, are likewise IID across both nodes and times. The process
Φpot generates a sequence of identically distributed PPPs (Φk, k ∈ N), with Φk ⊆ Φpot the
PPP of attempted TX at time k, with intensity λp, and Ti,k = 1xi∈Φk . Equivalently, we view
Φk = {(xi, (zi,Ti,k,Fi,k)} as the process Φpot augmented with IID marks (Ti,k,Fi,k) for each
i ∈ N. The elements of {Φk} are dependent due to their shared connection with Φpot, but are
conditionally independent given Φpot, due to the independent transmission attempts and fades.
Let N ∈ N be the number of prior protocol model observations, in each of which the
reference transmission has been attempted. These observations produce a binary N -vector d(N) ≡
(d1, . . . , dN) ∈ {0, 1}N , where dk = 1 (0) indicates that the reference transmission attempt was
(not) successful under the protocol model at time k, for k ∈ [N ]. Observe K(N)d ≡
∑
k∈[N ] dk,
with K(N)d ∈ {0, . . . , N}, is a sufficient statistic for d(N). Given the N observations K(N)d , for
time N + 1 the observer is given the knowledge of the outcome under the protocol model
dN+1 ∈ {0, 1} and asked to predict the outcome under the physical model hN+1 ∈ {0, 1}. The
corresponding RVs are HN+1,DN+1,K
(N)
d , but we henceforth in this section use the shorthand
notation H,D,K. We again use the Bayes risk framework, and restrict our attention to the uniform
cost model (21) from §VI. We require the (prior) distribution of H, the (evidence) distribution
of D, and the (posterior) distribution of H given D, each conditioned on K = K.
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Let G be the set of decision rules, where each rule g ∈ G maps (K, d) ∈ {0, . . . , N}× {0, 1}
to h ∈ {0, 1}, with the interpretation g predicts H = h given inputs (K,D) = (K, d). There are
|G| = 2(N+1)2 possible rules. For each rule g there is an associated partition of {0, . . . , N}×{0, 1}
into two regions (R0(g),R1(g)), with Rh(g) = Rh,0(g)∪Rh,1(g), for h ∈ {0, 1}, and into four
subregions (Rh,d(g), (h, d) ∈ {0, 1}2), with Rh,d(g) = {(K, d) : g(K, d) = h}. These regions
are used to compute the Type I and Type II error probabilities for each g:
pI(g) ≡ P((K,D) ∈ R1(g)|H = 0)
pII(g) ≡ P((K,D) ∈ R0(g)|H = 1). (28)
Define notation: pH(h) ≡ P(H = h), pH|D(h|d) = P(H = h|D = d), pH|K(h|K) = P(H = h|K =
K), pH|K,D(h|K, d) = P(H = h|K = K,D = d), pK,D|H(K, d|h) = P(K = K,D = d|H = h),
pD|K(d|K) = P(D = d|K = K), and pK(K) = P(K = K). Prop. 8 enables expression of the
Type I, II error probabilities in Prop. 9 in terms of computable quantities.
Proposition 8. The (posterior) distribution pH|K,D(h|K, 1) equals pH|D(h|1), i.e., the RVs (H,K)
are independent given D = 1. Moreover, pH|D(h|1) is given by Prop. 1 with λ replaced by pλ.
Proof: The conditional independence holds since knowledge that K = K (from which one
can estimate M, the number of potential TX in b(o, rO)) has no bearing on H, given knowledge
that D = 1, i.e., none of the M potential TX in b(o, rO) transmit at time N + 1. The replacement
of λ by pλ follows by the thinning property of the PPP.
Remark 4. Although (H,K) are conditionally independent given D = 1, they are dependent given
D = 0. Intuitively, knowledge of prior observations, summarized as K, is useful in estimating
H given D = 0, i.e., that one or more TX are active in b(o, rO). A simple example shows this
dependence. Fix rO = 50, n = 2, λ = 2 × 10−4, α = 3, β = 5, rT = 10, N = 1 and p = 1/2,
and compute pH|D(1|0) ≈ 0.68, pH|K,D(1|0, 0) ≈ 0.67, pH|K,D(1|1, 0) ≈ 0.72. Thus, knowledge
of protocol model success (failure) in the previous slot increases (decreases) the probability of
physical model success in the current slot, given protocol model failure in the current slot. This
dependence justifies the study of decision rules G with both (K, d) as inputs in predicting h.
Proposition 9. The Type I and Type II error probabilities under decision rule g ∈ G are functions
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of pH(1), pH|D(1|1), pH|K(1|K), pD|K(1|K), pK(K) (with p¯(·) ≡ 1− p(·)):
pI(g) =
1
p¯H(1)
(
p¯H|D(1|1)(δ1,1(g)− δ1,0(g)) + δI(g)
)
pII(g) =
1
pH(1)
(
pH|D(1|1)(δ0,1(g)− δ0,0(g)) + δII(g)
)
(29)
where δI(g) ≡
∑
K:(K,0)∈R1,0(g) p¯H|K(1|K)pK(K), δII(g) ≡
∑
K:(K,0)∈R0,0(g) pH|K(1|K)pK(K), and
δh,d(g) ≡
∑
K:(K,d)∈Rh,d(g) pD|K(1|K)pK(K).
Proof: Express pK,D|H(K, d|h) in (pI(g), pII(g)) in terms of pH|K,D(h|K, d) by Bayes’ rule.
Prop. 8 yields:
pH|K,D(h|K, 0) =
pH|K(h|K)− pH|D(h|1)pD|K(1|K)
p¯D|K(1|K) . (30)
The prior pH|K(1|K) and evidence pD|K(1|K) distributions are given in Prop. 10 and Prop. 11.
Define the Poisson RV M = M(µd), for µd ≡ λcnrnO, as the number of potential inteferers inside
the observation ball b(o, rO), i.e., M = Φpot(b(o, rO)). Thm. 2 is of independent interest, but also
is the key technical result required in the proof Prop. 10.
Theorem 2. The distribution of the physical model feasibility RV H given M = m potential
interferers in b(o, rO), denoted pH|M(1|m) ≡ P(H = 1|M = m), is (for ξ ≡ pp¯χ−δI(χ, δ)):
pH|M(1|m) = epµd(1−χ−δ(κδ+I(χ,δ))) × (1 + ξ)mp¯m. (31)
The first (second) term is the probability the reference TX is successful under the physical
model given interference from outside (inside) b(o, rO), when there are m potential TX in b(o, rO).
Define, for k, l ∈ N, 0 < a < 1, ν > 0
fd(ν, a; k, l) ≡
l∑
j=0
(
l
j
)
(−1)je−ν(1−ak+j). (32)
Proposition 10. The (prior) distribution of the physical model feasibility RV HN+1 given N
protocol model observations d(N) with K(N)d = K successes is (for ξ ≡ pp¯χ−δI(χ, δ)):
pH|K(1|K) = epµd(1−χ−δκδ+ξ)fd(µd(1 + ξ), p¯, K + 1, N −K)
fd(µd, p¯, K,N −K) . (33)
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Proposition 11. The (evidence) distribution of the protocol model feasibility RV DN+1 given N
protocol model observations d(N) with K(N)d = K successes is (for µd ≡ λcndnI and fd in (32)):
pD|K(1|K) = fd(µd, p¯;K + 1, N −K)
fd(µd, p¯;K,N −K) . (34)
Proofs of Thm. 2, Prop. 10, Prop. 11 are given in App. G, App. H, App. I respectively. The
ROCs for all possible decision rules, for N ∈ {1, 2} observations, are shown in in Fig. 6. In
both cases the optimal decision rule is g(K, d) = d, i.e., to ignore the prior observations (despite
the correlation of (K,D)) and simply guess H = d.
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Fig. 6. ROC for each of the |G| = 2(N+1)2 possible decision rules under N prior protocol model observations, for n = 2,
λ = 2 × 10−4, α = 3, β = 5, rT = 10, η = 0, with N = 1 (left) and N = 2 (right). In both cases the best decision rule is
g(K, d) = d and the worst is g(K, d) = d¯.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Our five sets of results (§IV through §VIII) have analyzed the connection between the pro-
tocol and physical interference models. With so many papers in wireless communications and
networking written for one (but not the other) of these two models, our primary contribution
is to have partially illuminated the probabilistic connection between them. The suggestion from
Fig. 6 that previous protocol model observations may not be useful in the optimal decision rule
given the current protocol model outcome, despite their dependence with physical model success
(Rem. 4), motivates our ongoing investigations into the role played by previous protocol and/or
physical model observations in predicting future protocol and/or physical model success.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Prop. 1
Proof: The homogeneous PPP Φˆ, conditioned on the event D = 1, is stochastically equivalent
to a nonhomogeneous PPP ΦˆrO with a radially isotropic intensity function λrO(x), with parameters
rO ≥ 0 and λ > 0, that excludes TXs within distance rO from the origin o:
λrO(x) ≡ λ1 {‖x‖ ≥ rO} , x ∈ Rd. (35)
Write Σo(Φˆ) and Σo(ΦˆrO) for the SINR and Io(Φˆ) and Io(ΦˆrO) for the sum interference at the
reference receiver under these two processes. Then:
pH|D(1|1) = P(Σo(Φˆ) ≥ β|D = 1)
= P(Σo(ΦˆrO) ≥ β)
(a)
= P(Fo ≥ βrαT Io(ΦˆrO))P(Fo ≥ βrαTη)
(b)
= LIo|D(σ|1)e−ση. (36)
In (a) we expand Σo, isolate Fo, and apply the memoryless property of Fo. In (b) we recognize the
first term is the LT of Io(ΦˆrO) from PPP ΦˆrO; the second term is the CCDF of Fo with σ ≡ βrαT .
Finally, we employ Cor. 1 below to evaluate the LT LIo|D(s|1) of Io(ΦˆrO) with transmitter-free
void-zone radius rO, i.e., conditioned on D = 1, at s = σ.
B. Laplace transform (LT) of sum interference over a PPP with void ball
The LT of the sum interference observed at the origin Io ≡
∑
i 6=o Fil(‖xi‖) under the PPP ΦˆrO ,
i.e., conditioned on D = 1, is denoted LIo|D(s|1) ≡ EΦˆrO [e
−sIo ].
Corollary 1. (of [10, p.103]) Let ΦˆrO be a marked PPP on Rn with isotropic intensity function
λrO(x) (35). The LT of the sum interference Io observed at the origin is (for I(u, δ) in (3)):
logLIo|D(s|1) = λcn(rnO − κδsδ − sδI(rαO/s, δ)). (37)
Proof: Straightforward adaptation of the development in [10, p.103] to our scenario yields:
logLIo|D(s|1) = −λcnE
[
n
∫ ∞
rO
(
1− e−sFr−α
)
rn−1dr
]
, (38)
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The integral (with q = sF) may be expressed in terms of E(v, u) and Γ(v) in (1):
n
∫ ∞
rO
(
1− e−qr−α
)
rn−1dr = −rnO + qδΓ(1− δ) + rnOδE(1 + δ, qr−αO ). (39)
Substitution of sF for q and linearity of expectation gives
logLIo|D(s|1) = −λcnE
[−rnO + (sF)δΓ(1− δ) + rnOδE(1 + δ, sFr−αO )]
= λcn(r
n
O − sδΓ(1− δ)E[Fδ]− rnOδE[E(1 + δ, sFr−αO )]) (40)
Observe E[Fδ] = Γ(1 + δ) for F a unit rate exponential F. Recalling the LT of F is LF(s) =
1/(1 + s), and using the change of variables q′ = sr−αO and t
′ = 1/(q′t) allows:
E[E(1 + δ, q′F)] = E
[∫ ∞
1
e−q
′tFt−(1+δ)dt
]
=
∫ ∞
1
E
[
e−q
′tF
]
t−(1+δ)dt
=
∫ ∞
1
LF(q′t) t−(1+δ)dt
=
∫ ∞
1
1
1 + q′t
t−(1+δ)dt
=
(q′)δ
δ
δ
∫ 1/q′
0
(t′)δ
1 + t′
dt′ (41)
Substitution gives
logLIo|D(s|1) = λcn
(
rnO − sδΓ(1− δ)Γ(1 + δ)− rnOδ
(q′)δ
δ
I(1/q′, δ)
)
(42)
Substituting in q′ and using the definitions of κδ and δ gives (37).
C. Proof of Prop. 2
Proof: We show the four properties in turn. i) limχ↓0 ρ(χ) = 0. Observe B(0) = C(0) = 0.
Substituting χ = 0 gives the indeterminate form ρ(0) = 0/0. L’Hopital’s rule, using C ′(χ) =
B′(χ)χ/(1 + χ) and B′(χ) = δB(χ)/χ, gives:
lim
χ↓0
ρ(χ) = lim
χ↓0
2
√
eB(χ) − 1
(1 + χ)eC(χ)
=
0
1
= 0. (43)
ii) limχ↑∞ ρ(χ) = 0. Observe
χδ − I(χ, δ) = δ
∫ χ
0
tδ−1dt− δ
∫ χ
0
tδ
1 + t
dt = δ
∫ χ
0
tδ−1
1 + t
dt ≥ 0 (44)
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and, recalling κδ from (2), we see
χδ − I(χ, δ) ≤ δ
∫ ∞
0
tδ−1
1 + t
dt = κδ. (45)
It follows that 0 < B(χ)− C(χ) ≤ λcnσδκδ. Therefore, as limχ↑∞B(χ) =∞,
lim
χ↑∞
ρ(χ) ≤ lim
χ↑∞
eλcnσ
δκδ − 1√
eB(χ) − 1 = 0. (46)
Given ρ(χ) > 0 for all χ > 0 (property iii) below), it follows that limχ↑∞ ρ(χ) = 0.
iii) ρ(χ) ∈ (0, 1] for all χ > 0. Observe B(χ) > C(χ) implies ρ(χ) > 0 in (7), and
B(χ) > C(χ) is equivalent to χδ > I(χ, δ), shown in (44).
iv) has a maximum at χ∗ > 1 equal to a positive solution of (8). The first derivative, simplified
using B′(χ), C ′(χ) from i):
ρ′(χ) = ρ(χ)B′(χ)
[
1
(1− e−(B(χ)−C(χ)))(1 + χ) −
1
2(1− e−B(χ))
]
. (47)
That χ∗ is an extremum follows by observing ρ′(χ) = 0 is equivalent to either χ = 0 or the
expression in square brackets being equal to zero, which may be rearranged as (8). Should
multiple solutions to (8) exist, at least one of them must correspond to the global maximum,
by virtue of the fact that ρ(0) = ρ(∞) = 0 and ρ(χ) > 0. We now establish the existence of a
solution to (8). Observe (8) may be equivalently written as f1(χ) = f2(χ) for f1(χ) ≡ (1−χ)eB(χ)
and f2(χ) ≡ 2 − (1 + χ)eC(χ). The argument is to first establish a) f1(χ) − f2(χ) > 0 over
χ ∈ (0, 1) (hence no solutions in (0, 1)), and to then prove b) there exists a solution to f1(χ) =
f2(χ) over χ ∈ [1,∞). We first prove a).
f1(χ)− f2(χ) > 0 ⇔ (1− χ)eB(χ) + (1 + χ)eC(χ) > 2
⇔ (1− χ)eB(χ)−C(χ) + (1 + χ) > 2e−C(χ). (48)
By item ii) above, B(χ)− C(χ) > 0, ensuring (1− χ)eB(χ)−C(χ) + (1 + χ) > 2 for χ ∈ (0, 1),
which, when combined with C(χ) ≥ 0, proves the statement. We now prove b). First observe the
function g2(χ) ≡ log((1 + χ)/(1− χ)) for χ > 1 has derivatives g′2(χ) = −2/(χ2 − 1) < 0 and
g
′′
2 (χ) = 4χ/(χ
2 − 1)2 > 0, and as such obeys i) limχ↓1 g2(χ) = ∞, ii) limχ↑∞ g2(χ) = 0, iii)
g2(χ) > 0 for χ > 1, and iv) g2(χ) is convex decreasing over χ > 1. Next observe the equation
(1− χ)eB(χ) + (1 + χ)eC(χ) = 0 is equivalent to g1(χ) = g2(χ) (for g1(χ) ≡ B(χ)−C(χ)) and
to f1(χ) = f2(χ) − 2. From (44), we know g1(χ) is increasing in χ > 0 with g1(0) = 0 and
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limχ↑∞ g1(χ) = κδ. It follows there exists χˆ > 1 such that g1(χˆ) = g2(χˆ), and therefore f1(χˆ) =
f2(χˆ)− 2, and in particular f1(χˆ) < f2(χˆ). At χ = 1 we have f2(1) = 2(1− eC(2)) < 0 = f1(1).
By the fixed point theorem, as the continuous functions (f1(χ), f2(χ)) obey f1(1) > f2(1) and
f1(χˆ) < f2(χˆ), there must exist χ∗ ∈ [1, χˆ] at which f1(χ) = f2(χ).
D. Proof of Thm. 1
Proof: Recall R(rO) and (A,B(rO), C(rO)) are defined in (11), Prop. 1, respectively. For
conciseness, we will refer to R(rO), B(rO) and C(rO) without arguments, and write γ ≡ c10−c00
and ν ≡ c01 − c11. All derivatives are with respect to rO. The first two derivatives of R are:
R′ = −γB′e−B + (ν + γ)C ′e−A−C
R′′ = γ
(
(B′)2 −B′′) e−B − (ν + γ) ((C ′)2 − C ′′) e−A−C , (49)
with: B′ = nλcnrn−1O , B
′′ = n−1
rO
B′, C ′ = B′ χ
1+χ
, and C ′′ = (n−1)(1+χ)+α
rO(1+χ)
C ′. Assume henceforth
that c10 > c00 (γ > 0) and c01 > c11 (ν > 0), ensuring ν/γ > 0. We establish conditions for
existence and uniqueness and then prove quasi-convexity.
Existence and uniqueness. The equation R′ = 0 may be rearranged as
B′
C ′
=
(
1 +
ν
γ
)
exp(−A+B − C), (50)
which is equivalent to (14), and then rearranged into the form fL(rO) = fR(rO), where
fL ≡ log
(
1 +
1
χ
)
− log
(
1 +
ν
γ
)
fR ≡ −λcnκδσδ − ση + λcnrnO − λcnσδI(χ, δ). (51)
These functions have derivatives f ′L =
−α
rOσ(1+χ)
< 0 and f ′R =
nλcnr
n−1
O
1+χ
> 0, and limiting values
limrO↓0 fL(rO) =∞, limrO↑∞ fL(rO) = − log(1 + ν/γ) < 0, limrO↓0 fR(rO) = −λcnκδσδ − ση <
0, and limrO↑∞ fR(rO) = −ση < 0. Of these, the only one of any difficulty is limrO↑∞ fR(rO). To
prove the limit, write ∆R ≡ limrO↑∞ fR(rO)− fR(0) and use the change of variable χ = rαO/σ:
∆R = λcnσ
δ lim
χ↑∞
(
χδ − I(χ, δ))
= λcnσ
δ lim
χ↑∞
(
δ
∫ χ
0
tδ−1dt− δ
∫ χ
0
tδ
1 + t
dt
)
= λcnσ
δδ
∫ ∞
0
tδ−1
1 + t
dt = λcnσ
δκδ (52)
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using (2). In summary, fL(rO) is decreasing from +∞ down to − log(1 + ν/γ) < 0, while
fR(rO) is increasing from −λcnκδσδ − ση < 0 up to −ση < 0. It is clear an intersection of
fL(rO), fR(rO) will exist iff − log(1 + ν/γ) < −ση, yielding (15). If the condition holds, it
follows by the monotonicity of the two functions that the intersection is unique.
Quasi-convexity. We employ a sufficient condition for quasi-convexity [12, Eq. 3.22]:
R′(rO) = 0 =⇒ R′′(rO) > 0, ∀rO ∈ (0,∞). (53)
To establish the sufficient condition holds, evaluate (49) at a stationary point r∗O obeying (50):
R′′(r∗O) = γ
(
(B′)2 −B′′) e−B − γB′
C ′
(
(C ′)2 − C ′′) e−B (54)
= γB′e−B
((
B′ − B
′′
B′
)
−
(
C ′ − C
′′
C ′
))
(55)
= γB′e−B
(
(B′ − C ′) +
(
C ′′
C ′
− B
′′
B′
))
> 0 (56)
where B′ > 0, e−B > 0, B′−C ′ = B′
(
1− χ
1+χ
)
> 0, and C
′′
C′ − B
′′
B′ =
α
rO(1+χ)
> 0. Thus R(rO)
is quasi-convex in rO. Fig. 2 shows R(rO) is not in general convex. Finally, (16) follows by
substituting (14) into (13).
E. Proof of Prop. 4
Proof: Let ζ denote either parameter (λ, σ) to be studied. Recall the definitions of ν, γ
from App. D, the change of variable χ = χ(σ, rO) = rαO/σ, and define D(ζ, rO) ≡ log(1 +
1/χ) (observing χ depends on both λ, σ). Then R′(rO) = 0 in (14) may be written (with
(A,B(rO), C(rO)) in Prop. 1) as g(ζ, rO) = 0, with:
g(ζ, rO) = D(ζ, rO)− log(1 + ν/γ) + A(ζ)−B(ζ, rO) + C(ζ, rO). (57)
By Thm. 1, r∗O is the unique solution of g(ζ, r
∗
O) = 0. By the implicit function theorem, the
sensitivity of r∗O to parameter ζ is
dr∗O
dζ
= −
∂
∂ζ
g(ζ, rO)
∂
∂rO
g(ζ, rO)
. (58)
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We require the following partial derivatives (recall η = 0, by assumption), presented in “Jacobian
form” for functions {A,B,C,D} and arguments {rO, λ, σ}:

rO λ σ
A cnκδσ
δ λcnκδδσ
δ−1
B λcnnr
n−1
O cnr
n
O
C λcnnr
n−1
O
χ
1+χ
cnσ
δI(χ, δ) λcnδ
(
σδ−1I(χ, δ)− rnOχ
σ(1+χ)
)
D − α
rO(1+χ)
1
σ(1+χ)
 (59)
The three empty entries indicate the function is independent of the parameter or variable.
Sensitivity of r∗O to λ. Substitution and algebra, using (57), (58), and (59), yields (17). To
show d
dλ
r∗O > 0, it suffices to show ∆λ, defined below, is positive (recall (2)):
∆λ ≡ κδ + I(χ, δ)− χδ
= δ
∫ ∞
0
tδ−1
1 + t
dt+ δ
∫ χ
0
tδ
1 + t
dt− δ
∫ χ
0
tδ−1dt
= δ
∫ ∞
χ
tδ−1
1 + t
dt > 0 (60)
Sensitivity of r∗O to σ. Substitution and algebra, using (57), (58), and (59), yields (18). To show
d
dσ
r∗O > 0, it suffices to show ∆σ ≡ (1 + χ)(κδ + I(χ, δ))− χδ+1 is positive. To show ∆σ > 0,
view ∆σ(χ) as a function of χ on R+ and prove both ∆σ(0) > 0 and ∆′σ(χ) > 0; together this
ensures ∆σ > 0. First, ∆σ(0) = κδ > 0. Second, for ∆λ in (60),
∆′σ(χ) = (κδ + I(χ, δ)) + (1 + χ)δ
χδ
1 + χ
− (δ + 1)χδ
= κδ + I(χ, δ)− χδ = ∆λ > 0. (61)
F. Proof of Prop. 7
Proof: Recall the use of ΦˆrO to create the transmitter-free null-zone for realizations of Φˆ
consistent with the conditioned event D = 1 in App. A. Analogously, we define the nonhomo-
geneous PPP Φ˜rO = {(xi, zi), i ∈ N} with a radially isotropic intensity function λrO(x) in (35)
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to achieve the same effect for Φ˜. The likelihood function
pH˜|D(1|1) = P(Σ˜o(Φ˜) ≥ β|D = 1)
= P(Σ˜o(Φ˜rO) ≥ β)
= P(˜Io(Φ˜rO) ≤ 1/σ − η), (62)
is thus the CDF of the sum interference seen at the reference receiver I˜o under Φ˜rO evaluated at
t = 1/σ − η. Write FI˜o|D(t|1), and LI˜o|D(s|1) for the CDF and LT of I˜o under Φ˜rO . As evident
from (62), the likelihood requires the CDF of I˜o. Although it is not available explicitly for any
rO > 0, (it is available explicitly for the case rO = 0, as in Prop. 6), we can obtain it by
numerically computing the inverse LT via the basic identity (c.f. (25)):
FI˜o|D(t|1) = L−1
{
1
s
LI˜o|D(s, 1)
}
(t). (63)
The truncated power law impulse response (pathloss) function lα,(r) ≡ r−α1r≥ [9, Eq.
2.22] has a null-zone of radius  around the receiver. Observe the equivalence between i) the
sum interference seen at the origin I˜o under the nonhomogeneous PPP Φ˜rO with (non-truncated)
pathloss l(r) ≡ r−α, and ii) the sum interference I˜o under the homogeneous PPP Φ˜ with truncated
pathloss lα,, provided we set  = rO. The LT of the latter is provided in [9, Corollary 2.5 (c.f.
Eq. 2.51)]:
LI˜o|D(s|1) = exp
(
−λcnδ
∫ r−αO
0
(1− e−sy)y−δ−1dy
)
. (64)
The result follows by specializing to δ = 1/2, and integrating
J(s, u) ≡ 1
2
∫ u
0
(1− e−sy)y−3/2dy. (65)
to obtain (27). The tractability for rO = 0 (u =∞) for the prior Prop. 6 is due to J(s,∞) =
√
pis.
G. Proof of Thm. 2
Proof: Let RVs H,Fo, Io be the physical model success indicator, reference signal fade, and
interference seen at o, all for time N + 1. Condition on M given in the theorem:
pH|M(1|m) = P(Fo ≥ σIo|M = m)
= E[P(Fo ≥ σIo|Io,M = m)|M = m]
= E[e−σIo|M = m]. (66)
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Define point processes (Φ˜, Φ˜in, Φ˜out) with: i) Φ˜ = Φ˜in ∪ Φ˜out, ii) Φ˜in = (x1, . . . , xm), with IID
uniform RVs xi ∼ Uni(b(o, rO)) for i ∈ [m], and iii) Φ˜out = (xm+1, xm+2, . . .) a PPP with radially
isotropic intensity function λrO(x) (35). By construction, Φ˜ is a PPP of intensity λ outside of
b(o, rO) and with m points uniformly distributed over b(o, rO), and the points give the positions
of potential TX. Observe (Φ˜in, Φ˜out) are independent. Define (˜I, I˜in, I˜out) as the interference seen
at o at time N + 1 generated by the three point processes above using the general form:
I =
∑
i∈Φ
TiFi‖xi‖−α. (67)
where Ti is the contention decision of TX i and Fi is the fade from TX i to the reference RX,
both at time N + 1. Observe I˜ = I˜in + I˜out and (˜Iin, I˜out) are independent. By construction
E[e−σIo|M = m] = LI˜(σ) = LI˜in(σ)LI˜out(σ). (68)
It remains to find the two LTs LI˜in(s) and LI˜out(s).
LT of I˜in. The independence of the locations of the m points in Φ˜in allows:
LI˜in(s) = E
∏
i∈[m]
e−sTiFi‖xi‖
−α
 = E [e−sTF‖x‖−α]m (69)
where (T,F) here denote an arbitrary member (Ti,k,Fi,k). Recalling T ∼ Ber(p):
E
[
e−sTF‖x‖
−α
]
= E
[
e−sF‖x‖
−α
]
p+ p¯ (70)
Conditioning on x, using the LT of the exponential distribution, recalling x ∼ Uni(b(o, rO)),
leveraging the radial symmetry of the pathloss function to transform the integral from n down
to 1 dimensions, using the change of variables r′ = rα/s, and recalling I(u, δ) in (3) gives:
E
[
e−sF‖x‖
−α
]
= E[E[e−sF‖x‖−α|x]]
= E
[
1
1 + s‖x‖−α
]
=
1
cnrnO
∫
b(o,rO)
1
1 + s‖x‖−αdx
=
n
rnO
∫ rO
0
1
1 + sr−α
rn−1dr
= r−nO s
δδ
∫ rαO/s
0
(r′)δ
1 + r′
dr′ (71)
Substitution and the parameters χ ≡ rαO/σ and ξ ≡ pp¯χ−δI(χ, δ) gives LI˜in(σ) = (1 + ξ)mp¯m.
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LT of I˜out. Recall Prop. 1, the LT of the interference seen at o conditioned on there being
no points in the observation ball b(o, rO), was derived for the single observation setting with
transmitter intensity λ. By the thinning property of the PPP, it applies here with intensity pλ:
logLI˜out(σ) = pλcn(rnO − κδσδ − σδI(χ, δ))
= pµd(1− χ−δ(κδ + I(χ, δ))) (72)
H. Proof of Prop. 10
Denote by Po(ν) the Poisson distribution with parameter ν > 0, and by Po(m; ν) its PMF
evaluated at m ∈ Z+. We will have cause to use the following three lemmas.
Lemma 6. For 0 < a < 1, ν > 0, let M1,M2 be Poisson RVs with PMFs Po(m; ν),Po(m; aν),
respectively. Then E[aM1g(M1)] = e−ν(1−a)E[g(M2)] for any measurable function g : N→ R+.
Proof: By definition of expectation, the two sides of the equation below prove the result:
∞∑
m=0
amg(m)Po(m; ν) = e−ν(1−a)
∞∑
m=0
g(m)Po(m; aν). (73)
Define, for k, l,m ∈ N and 0 < a < 1
gd(m, a; k, l) ≡ (am)k(1− am)l. (74)
Lemma 7. Let M ∼ Po(ν), a ∈ (0, 1), and k, l ∈ N. Then, for fd in (32):
E[gd(M, a; k, l)] = E[(aM)k(1− aM)l] = fd(ν, a; k, l). (75)
Proof: Apply the binomial theorem, use linearity of expectation, and apply Lem. 6:
E[gd(M, a; k, l)] =
l∑
j=0
(
l
j
)
(−1)jE[(ak+j)M] =
l∑
j=0
(
l
j
)
(−1)je−ν(1−ak+j). (76)
Recall the RV M ∼ Po(µd), for µd ≡ λcnrnO is the number of points from Φpot in b(o, rO). It
is used in the following lemma and the proof of Prop. 10.
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Lemma 8. The probability of there being M = m points from Φpot in b(o, rO), given K successes
out of N protocol model observations, P(M = m|K = K), is:
P(M = m|K = K)
P(M = m)
=
gd(m, p¯;K,N −K)
fd(µd, p¯;K,N −K) . (77)
Proof: By Bayes’ rule:
P(M = m|K = K)
P(M = m)
=
P(K = K|M = m)
P(K = K)
. (78)
The numerator is the binomial PMF with K successes in N trials with success probability p¯m:
P(K = K|M = m) =
(
N
K
)
gd(m, p¯;K,N −K). (79)
Trial k is successful, meaning dk = 1, when none of the m TX from Φpot in b(o, rO) transmit,
which happens with probability p¯m. The denominator is found by conditioning on M and Lem. 7:
P(K = K) = E[P(K = K|M)]
= E
[(
N
K
)
gd(M, p¯;K,N −K)
]
=
(
N
K
)
E [gd(M, p¯;K,N −K)] (80)
Applying Lem. 7 to (80) and substituting it and (79) into (78) yields (77).
Proof of Prop. 10: Condition on M, and use the independence of (H,K) given M:
pH|K(1|K) = E[P(H = 1|M,K = K)|K = K]
= E[P(H = 1|M)|K = K]
=
∞∑
m=0
P(H = 1|M = m)P(M = m|K = K) (81)
Use P(M = m|K = K) from Lem. 8 and P(H = 1|M = m) from Thm. 2, yielding pH|K(1|K) =
ph,out(K)ph,in(K) with (recall ξ ≡ pp¯χ−δI(χ, δ)):
ph,out(K) =
epµd(1−χ
−δ(κδ+I(χ,δ)))
fd(µd, p¯, K,N −K)
ph,in(K) = E[(1 + ξ)Mp¯Mgd(M, p¯, K,N −K)] (82)
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Use amgd(m, a; k, l) = gd(m, a; k + 1, l), then use Lem. 6 with M1 = M ∼ Po(µd) and M2 ∼
Po(µd(1 + ξ)), and finally use Lem. 7:
ph,in(K) = E
[
(1 + ξ)M1 gd(M1, p¯, K + 1, N −K)
]
= eµdξE [gd(M2, p¯, K + 1, N −K)]
= eµdξfd(µd(1 + ξ), p¯, K + 1, N −K) (83)
Lastly, combine and simplify the two exponents to obtain (33).
I. Proof of Prop. 11
Proof: Recall from App. H that M ≡ Φpot(b(o, rO)) ∼ Po(µd) is the number of points from
Φpot in the observation ball b(o, rO). It is clear that M is a sufficient statistic for estimating D from
Φpot. Condition on M, use the independence of (D,K) given M, use P(D = 1|M = m) = p¯m,
use P(M = m|K = K) from Lem. 8, and use amgd(m, a; k, l) = gd(m, a; k + 1, l):
pD|K(1|K) = E [P(D = 1|M,K = K)|K = K]
= E [P(D = 1|M)|K = K] =
∞∑
m=0
p¯mP(M = m|K = K)
=
∞∑
m=0
p¯m
gd(m, p¯;K,N −K)
fd(µd, p¯;K,N −K)Po(m;µd)
=
E [gd(M, p¯;K + 1, N −K)]
fd(µd, p¯;K,N −K) (84)
Applying Lem. 7 to the numerator proves the result.
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